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Committee Members and Testimony Submitters, 

 

Two links I sent with my testimony earlier today did not survive a technology 

scramble on this site. (They worked elsewhere.) 

 

So I’d like to leave a description on how to get to each of those links in the hope that 

some here may take that extra step to get to them.  I’d especially love for those who 

support this Bill to consider these 2 listening and reading sources. Please. 

 

One link is a 5 minute presentation to Congress and the other an informative book 

relative to Oregon. Both links content would be my testimony if I were as articulate 

and given the time. But as is obvious, this blatant reconstituted attack with SB 348 of 

the already unconstitutional Measure 114 is strategically offered with little time to 

counter. Floyd Prozanski and his colleagues won't listen or act on this kind of 

valuable information. A man like Andrew Pollack, Meadow's dad, begs you too. He 

presents the information from a broken heart turned warrior heart. 

 

The first of my links that didn’t make it can quickly be found on Amazon. It leads to 

the book written by said father who lost  his daughter via the Parkland School’s policy 

neglect. Policy that is STILL in many schools across the country today. Likely in the 

ones you send your children to in any Oregon town.  

 

The name of the book is: Why Meadow Died, by Andrew Pollack. His son’s 

introductory to the book says it all, but the amount of detail within its covers siting the 

path of neglect, corruption and use of "political correctness" in the long sheltered 

education system is still pervasive and should wake you up as to the possible 

vulnerability of your own family.  

 

Count the hours YOU have your school age child and then count the hours THE 

GOVENMENT has them and decide for yourself if you should know more than you 

assume or are told.  

 

Today, schools, administrators, players whose salaries are tied to the public system, 

and certain politicians, want to blame guns. A father determined to get to the root 

causes found out otherwise. While I don’t agree with every point in this book, that 

possibility for you should not stop anyone on either side of this issue from learning 

about what he found. It screams what is wrong. You just need to hear it. 

 



The second broken link is testimony by Amy Swearer from The Heritage Foundation. 

Go to Youtube and in youtube’s search box simply insert the sentence below and her 

presentation to the Congressional Oversite Committee will come up as the first 

selection. Five minutes of your time that won't be wasted. 

 

“ The Left REFUSES to listen to the effective solutions to gun violence Amy Swearer 

to House Oversight” 

 

I’d encourage you to listen to more research under her name. She is articulate, 

sincere, and thorough in her presentations.  

 

Her points are what we pay politicians to consider but they won’t. She includes facts 

which find themselves buried under the partisan table. Extremism will keep us torn 

apart. Legislation like this overreaching Bill will only harm and put risk into the lives of 

honest citizens in Oregon whether you carry a firearm or not. It obfuscates.  It diverts. 

It makes money for campaigns. It does not solve. 

 

Salem’s divisive  politics and partisan driven politicians are using the hearts and 

minds of those who have good intentions and perverting them into hidden agenda’s 

that are destructive to our Republic.  When half or more of the state is locked out of 

consideration from reasonable alternatives that wouldn't steal our Constitutional 

rights it becomes ill gotten mob rule. 

 

History of societal destruction repeating itself. It's dangerous and it grows ever closer.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Sally Klein 

 


